INTRODUCTION
Generating functions are widely used in order to study properties of languages: in this context the generating function of a language L is considered to be the generating function of the séquence {a n } where a n is the number of strings of L ha ving length n. As a most famous resuit, a theorem by Chomsky-Schuetzenberger [5] states that every unambiguous context-free (cf.) language admits an algebraic generating function. This fact has lead to the development of a technique that is used in certain cases to solve the ambiguity problem for cf. languages: by showing that the generating function of a cf. language L is not algebraic, it follows that L is inherently ambiguous [8] , Generating functions are also invaluable tools for counting and décision problems for languages [3, 15, 14] .
In these settings, one question raises quite naturally: is it possible to develop a taxonomy of languages w.r.t. the analytical properties of the associated generating functions? A partial answer lies in the following diagram that illustrâtes known results about classes of languages and classes of generating functions. An interesting task is that of finding classes of languages and classes of generating functions to add to this diagram. As a first step in this direction, we consider the class of the holonomic functions, introduced by Bernstein [1, 2] in the early 70's and, more recently, studied by Zeilberger [19] in order to prove special functions identifies. Informally a function is said to be holonomic if it satisfies a linear differential équation with polynomial coefficients (a System of équations in the multivariate case): this class of functions is an immédiate and interesting extension of the class of the algebraic functions.
Then, we consider the class LCL (Linearly Constrained Languages) that is obtained by taking the intersection of the class of unambiguous cf. languages and the class of languages whose words satisfy a finite set of linear constraints on the number of occurrences of symbols: we prove that languages in LCL have holonomic generating functions. This resuit leads us to extend the previous diagram as follows: Besides a gênerai interest in the class LCL itself, a particular motivation of this study relies on the fact that counting problems for languages with holonomic generating functions can be solved efficiently [9] . Moreover, the asymptotics of linear récurrences has been widely studied [18] and the counting séquence corresponding to a holonomic generating function satisfies a linear récurrence with polynomials coefficients. As an example, given a hypercube p in an rc-dimensional grid, the set of random paths that start at the origin and end up inside p is easily coded with a language in LCL. Then, for any input n the number of paths of length n can be computed in parallel (with a polynomial number of processors) in time 6>(log 2 rc).
PRELIMINAIRES
In this section we recall some basic notions on formai series and generating functions of languages: classical référence books are [16, 4] . We additionally point out some results about linear diophantine équations that we shall need in the sequel.
Let X be a set of n symbols, X= [x u . . .,x"}, we dénote by X e the free commutative monoid generated by X. Given a semi-ring K we have the following: DÉFINITION 
1: A formai series on X (in commutative variables) is afunction

cp:
X e -*K.
We think to a formai series cp as a formai power series <p= X cp(*-)**-and we indicate by IK [Z] the set of the formai series on X with coefficients in K. We consider on the set K IXJ the usual opérations of sum, Cauchy product, Hadamard product, external product, partial derivative, together with an operator E (called Total substitution) that maps formai series in n variables onto formai series in one variable. DÉFINITION 
2: Let (p, \|/ be two formai series in K [[X]], and let k be an element ofK. We define the following opérations.
• Sum: (q> + \|/) (x^) = cp (x^)
• Cauchy product:
• External product. (&cp)(x-) = £;(p(x-).
• Partial derivative:
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This series can be interpreted as a function in the complex variable z; in particular we note that it is an analytic function at the origin with a convergence radius p, l/#Z^p^ 1.
Let
be a linear homogeneous diophantine équation. We dénote by x a nonnegative solution of (1) (xe N n ) and by S the set of all nonnegative solutions. Moreover, we consider a relation < cl^f l x^|" such that 
t. r j <s j (\SjSn)-
A solution x of (1) is said minimal if x/0 and there exists no solution y_ of (1) s.t. y_<x.
In [10, 11] it is proved that S is a fmitely generated monoid; more precisely, it is shown that the set *S' min ={j; 1 , ...,.&} of minimal solutions is a fmite basis for S, that is every solution x can be univocally expressed as Similar results hold in the nonhomogeneous case [6] . Consider the équation
The set of solutions of (2) is given by where S is the set of solutions of the associated homogeneous équation 
2. THE CLASS LCL Let Z be an alphabet S = {a l3 . . ., CT"}. We consider the set of couples < G, S y where G is an unambiguous cf. grammar and ê belongs to the set êV n of constraints in n variables {n-constraints). An «-constraint is an expression that is built up of basic éléments called n-atoms. 
FORMAL SERIES AND THE CLASS LCL
Given a couple { G, i ) we consider two formai series \|
GENERATING FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGES IN LCL
The relation (5) leads us to consider the analytical properties of series \|/ G and % s . We show that these series are algebraic and rational respectively. As a conséquence, the closure properties of the class N [ [2] ] A lead us to state that every language in LCL admit a holonomic generating function. Proof: Given an unambiguous cf. grammar G = (V, Z, P, S) it is possible to find an equivalent grammar G 1 = (V 1 , X, P u SJ that is in Chomsky normal form.
We From the set of productions P 1 we obtain a System of algebraic équations
S t =p t9
where p = # V 1 , p { e N [Z v FJ and p { (s) = 0, p i (S^ = 0. Since this is a proper system, it admits a unique solution (see [16] ) that is the vector <ï > = ((p l5 . . .,cp p ). Then, the first component <^> 1 is an algebraic series. Hence, since \|/ G =(Pi we conclude that \|/ G is algebraic and, a fortiori, holonomic Now, we consider an n-constraint S that, w.l.o.g., can be thougth to be in disjunctive normal form,
where S { is an «-atom or the négation of an «-atom (lrgz^gm). By the inclusion-exclusion principle we write the series % ê as the sum of 2 m -1 series Then, the problem consists pf studying series of the type %#,, where S' is an w-constraint that is the intersection of a fînite number of «-atoms or negated s: such series are the result of the Hadamard product of the series Expressions (6), (7) lead to analyze series % ê where S is an rc-atom. In particular, the only case to be considérée is $=[i u . . .,i n , ^, k]: this is due to the following equalities (we say that two n-constraints are equal if they dénote the same language), To carry out our analysis we need the following lemma. (8) is of the form z = x where x belongs to the set of minimal solutions of (8) It is immédiate to see that coefficients c ilt jin can be greater than 1, since, given a monomial aj 1 . . . ajp, it might be with h^k and i^L The series % s turns out to be the characteristic series of the support of %#. So, we are faced with the problem of determining an unambiguous commutative rational expression that dénotes the same language of (g-1 + . . . + g^) (g^1 + . . . + gV)*. Since in a commutative monoid every rational set is unambiguous rational [7] we conclude that % ê is rational, hence holonomic.
In the case ê = -i [z\, . . ., i n , =, k] the series % s is rational too, since it can be expressed as the différence of rational series is finite (more precisely # T= 1).
We are now ready to prove the main resuit concerning the class LCL.
THEOREM 2: Every language in the class LCL admits a holonomic generating function.
Proof: By relation (5) the generating function F L of a language L = L <G^y , can be expressed as F L = E(^G Q %#). We know that % s is the sum of series that are the Hadamard product of holonomic series (equalities (6), (7) and lemma 3): by recalling the closure properties of 1^1 [[£]]" (theorem 1) it follows that % ê is holonomic. Hence, since \|/ G is holonomic (lemma 1) we conclude that F L is holonomic too (theorem 1 again).
•
